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Eurostat hat die Aufgabe, den Informa-
tionsbedarf der Kommission und aller am 
Aufbau des Binnenmarktes Beteiligten 
mit Hilfe des europäischen statistischen 
Systems zu decken. 
Um der Öffentlichkeit die große Menge an 
verfügbaren Daten zugänglich zu machen 
und Benutzern die Orientierung zu 
erleichtem, werden zwei Arten von Publi-
kationen angeboten: Statistische Doku-
mente und Veröffentlichungen. 
Statistische Dokumente sind für den 
Fachmann konzipiert und enthalten das 
ausführliche Datenmaterial: Bezugs-
daten, bei denen die Konzepte allgemein 
bekannt, standardisiert und wissenschaft-
lich fundiert sind. Diese Daten werden in 
einer sehr tiefen Gliederung dargeboten. 
Die Statistischen Dokumente wenden 
sich an Fachleute, die in der Lage sind, 
selbständig die benötigten Daten aus der 
Fülle des dargebotenen Materials auszu-
wählen. Diese Daten sind in gedruckter 
Form und/oder auf Diskette, Magnet-
band, CD-ROM verfügbar. Statistische 
Dokumente unterscheiden sich auch 
optisch von anderen Veröffentlichungen 
durch den mit einer stilisierten Graphik 
versehenen weißen Einband. 
Veröffentlichungen wenden sich an eine 
ganz bestimmte Zielgruppe, wie zum 
Beispiel an den Bildungsbereich oder an 
Entscheidungsträger in Politik und Ver-
waltung. Sie enthalten ausgewählte und 
auf die Bedürfnisse einer Zielgruppe 
abgestellte und kommentierte Informa-
tionen. Eurostat übernimmt hier also eine 
Art Beraterrolle. 
Für einen breiteren Benutzerkreis gibt 
Eurostat Jahrbücher und periodische 
Veröffentlichungen heraus. Diese enthal-
ten statistische Ergebnisse für eine erste 
Analyse sowie Hinweise auf weiteres 
Datenmaterial für vertiefende Unter-
suchungen. Diese Veröffentlichungen 
werden in gedruckter Form und in Daten-
banken angeboten, die in Menütechnik 
zugänglich sind. 
Um Benutzern die Datensuche zu erleich-
tern, hat Eurostat Themenkreise, d. h. 
eine Untergliederung nach Sachgebieten, 
eingeführt. Daneben sind sowohl die 
Statistischen Dokumente als auch die 
Veröffentlichungen in bestimmte Reihen, 
wie zum Beispiel „Jahrbücher", „Kon-
junktur", „Methoden", untergliedert, um 
den Zugriff auf die statistischen Informa-
tionen zu erleichtem. 
Y. Franchet 
Generaldirektor 
It is Eurostat's responsibility to use the 
European statistical system to meet the 
requirements of the Commission and all 
parties involved in the development of the 
single market. 
To ensure that the vast quantity of ac-
cessible data is made widely available, 
and to help each user make proper use of 
this information, Eurostat has set up two 
main categories of document: statistical 
documents and publications. 
The statistical document is aimed at spe-
cialists and provides the most complete 
sets of data: reference data where the 
methodology is well-established, stand-
ardized, uniform and scientific. These 
data are presented in great detail. The 
statistical document is intended for ex-
perts who are capable of using their own 
means to seek out what they require. The 
information is provided on paper and/or 
on diskette, magnetic tape, CD-ROM. The 
white cover sheet bears a stylized motif 
which distinguishes the statistical docu-
ment from other publications. 
The publications proper tend to be com-
piled for a well-defined and targeted 
public, such as educational circles or 
political and administrative decision-
makers. The information in these docu-
ments is selected, sorted and annotated 
to suit the target public. In this instance, 
therefore, Eurostat works in an advisory 
capacity. 
Where the readership is wider and less 
well-defined, Eurostat provides the infor-
mation required for an initial analysis, 
such as yearbooks and periodicals which 
contain data permitting more in-depth 
studies. These publications are available 
on paper or in videotext databases. 
To help the user focus his research, 
Eurostat has created 'themes', i.e. subject 
classifications. The statistical documents 
and publications are listed by series: e.g. 
yearbooks, short-term trends or method-
ology in order to facilitate access to the 
statistical data. 
Y. Franchet 
Director-General 
Pour établir, évaluer ou apprécier les dif-
férentes politiques communautaires, la 
Commission européenne a besoin d'infor-
mations. 
Eurostat a pour mission, à travers le sys-
tème statistique européen, de répondre 
aux besoins de la Commission et de l'en-
semble des personnes impliquées dans 
le développement du marché unique. 
Pour mettre à la disposition de tous l'im-
portante quantité de données accessibles 
et faire en sorte que chacun puisse 
s'orienter correctement dans cet ensem-
ble, deux grandes catégories de docu-
ments ont été créées: les documents 
statistiques et les publications. 
Le document statistique s'adresse aux 
spécialistes. Il fournit les données les plus 
complètes: données de référence où la 
méthodologie est bien connue, standar-
disée, normalisée et scientifique. Ces 
données sont présentées à un niveau très 
détaillé. Le document statistique est des-
tiné aux experts capables de rechercher, 
par leurs propres moyens, les données 
requises. Les informations sont alors 
disponibles sur papier et/ou sur disquette, 
bande magnétique, CD-ROM. La couver-
ture blanche ornée d'un graphisme stylisé 
démarque le document statistique des 
autres publications. 
Les publications proprement dites peu-
vent, elles, être réalisées pour un public 
bien déterminé, ciblé, par exemple 
l'enseignement ou les décideurs politi-
ques ou administratifs. Des informations 
sélectionnées, triées et commentées en 
fonction de ce public lui sont apportées. 
Eurostat joue, dès lors, le rôle de conseil-
ler. 
Dans le cas d'un public plus large, moins 
défini, Eurostat procure des éléments 
nécessaires à une première analyse, les 
annuaires et les périodiques, dans les-
quels figurent les renseignements adé-
quats pour approfondir l'étude. Ces 
publications sont présentées sur papier 
ou dans des banques de données de type 
vidéotex. 
Pour aider l'utilisateur à s'orienter dans 
ses recherches, Eurostat a créé les 
thèmes, c'est-à-dire une classification 
par sujet. Les documents statistiques et 
les publications sont répertoriés par 
série — par exemple, annuaire, conjonc-
ture, méthodologie — afin de faciliter 
l'accès aux informations statistiques. 
Y. Franchet 
Directeur général 
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PREFACE 
Regional policy is not possible without comparable re-
gional indicators. The increasing importance of regional 
policy in the European Union is accompanied by a grow-
ing need for comparable regional data. Eurostat, the 
Statistical Office of the European Communities, is carry-
ing out a wide range of work in a bid to produce suitable 
and comparable regional data. One group of activities 
relates to the harmonization of the data recorded in the 
Member States. 
Indicators from the national accounts are of particular 
importance to the formulation, implementation and 
evaluation of measures in the field of regional policy. For 
the very first time, the 1996 version of the European 
System of Accounts (ESA), the basic methodology, in-
cluded a chapter on regional accounts. However, the 
ESA merely contains the basic rules, not detailed recom-
mendations for their practical implementation in the 
Member States. Such recommendations, based on the 
ESA rules, will be developed jointly by the repre-
sentatives of the Member Stations and Eurostat and then 
published in a series of methodological publications. 
This handbook is the second in this series. It contains 
practical recommendations for compiling the regional 
accounts of private households. In 1995, practical re-
commendations appeared for calculating gross value 
added and gross fixed capital formation by activity. Work 
on a third publication in this series, on the regionalization 
of government transactions, is under way. 
This handbook has two objectives. The first is to provide 
those responsible in the Member States for compiling 
regional accounts of private households with guidelines 
which, when correctly used, will ensure that results are 
directly comparable. The second is to give users a better 
idea of the problems and the solutions developed to 
solve them, so that appropriate use can subsequently be 
made of data. 
Special thanks are due to the experts from the Member 
States who, as members of the Task Force, contributed 
to the preparation of this handbook. 
Luxembourg, June 1996 
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1. Introduction 
The regional accounts of households may be used to 
make interregional comparisons of the main transactions 
in which households are involved, to analyse differences 
in the way in which income is generated in the different 
regions and to determine regional levels of households' 
disposable income and saving. They are therefore a 
useful tool for policy-makers working at regional level in 
both the Member States and the EU. 
The methodology set out in this document is based on 
two essential characteristics. Firstly, it does not set out 
to describe a complete system of regional-level house-
hold accounts, but rather to describe in national ac-
counts terms how the disposable income of households 
is derived and how it is used for final consumption and 
saving. There is no description of productive activity 
(production or generation of income accounts) or of how 
the assets of households are accumulated. Secondly, 
the proposed methodology is consistent with the Euro-
pean System of National Accounts (ESA) and the United 
Nations System of National Accounts (SNA). The refer-
ences to these manuals will always be to their revised 
versions, currently ESA 1995 and SNA 1993. 
Before regional household accounts can be compiled, 
the concepts "regional territory" and "resident house-
holds" have to be defined and rules established for the 
regional breakdown of the primary income, disposable 
income, final consumption expenditure and saving of 
households. 
This document is structured as follows: the concepts of 
"regional territory" and "extra-regio" as defined in ESA 
(13.06) are discussed in point 2, which also recommends 
the NUTS level at which regional household accounts 
should be compiled. 
Point 3 deals with the concept of "resident households" 
according to the ESA chapter "The units and grouping 
of units". 
Point 4 describes the distribution of income account 
(excluding the generation of income account) and the 
use of income account in accordance with the ESA 
chapters "Sequence of accounts and balancing items" 
and "Distributive transactions". 
Point 5 deals with the different methods to be used 
(bottom-up, top-down) for the régionalisation of the ac-
counts, reliability of estimates and adjustments to na-
tional accounts sources and indicators for the 
régionalisation of the different transactions and the com-
pilation of provisional and final accounts. 
2. The regional territory 
2.1 Limits of the regional economy 
The total economy is defined in terms of institutional 
units. It consist of all the institutional units which are 
resident in the economic territory of a country. In na-
tional accounts, the economic territory consist of the 
geographic territory administered by a government 
within which persons, goods, services and capital circu-
late freely. It includes those islands belonging to a 
maritime country which are subject to the same mon-
etary and fiscal authorities as the mainland, which per-
sons and goods therefore enter and leave without any 
special customs or migratory formality. 
The economic territory, although consisting essentially 
of the geographic territory, does not coincide exactly with 
it. It can be divided into "regional territory" and "extra-
regio territory". 
2.2 Definition of the regional territory 
The regional territory of a region includes: 
a. the region that is part of the geographic territory of a 
country; 
b. any free zones, including bonded warehouses and 
factories under customs control in the region. 
2.3 Definition of the extra-regio territory 
The extra-regio territory is made up of parts of the 
national economic territory which cannot be attached 
directly to a single region that is part of the national 
geographic territory. It consists of: 
a. the national air-space, territorial waters and the con-
tinental shelf lying in international waters over which 
the country enjoys exclusive rights (not relevant for 
the regional household accounts); 
b. territorial enclaves (i.e., geographic territories situ-
ated in the rest of the world and used, under interna-
tional treaties or agreements between States, by 
general government agencies of the country (embas-
sies, consulates, military bases, scientific bases, 
etc.)); 
c. deposits of oil, natural gas, etc. in international waters 
outside the continental shelf of the country, worked 
by units resident in the territory (not relevant for the 
regional household accounts). 
The Nomenclature of Territorial Units for Statistics 
(NUTS) is the regional classification used for the compi-
lation of regional household accounts. The level at which 
these accounts may be compiled depends largely on the 
reliability of the data, which may, however, differ from 
one statistical source or one country to another. The 
NUTS II regional level corresponds, for most countries, 
to national administrative divisions. At that level, there 
are no noticeable reliability constraints such as fre-
quently arise in most countries when certain sources are 
used at the NUTS III level. It is therefore proposed that 
regional accounts for households should be compiled at 
the NUTS II level as established in the ESA transmission 
program of national accounts data. 
3. Units of households and the 
households sector 
3.1 The household as an institutional unit 
A household is an institutional unit. In the ESA (2.12) 
such a unit is defined as follows: 
"The institutional unit is an elementary economic deci-
sion-making centre characterized by uniformity of beha-
vior and decision-making autonomy in the exercise of its 
principal function. A resident unit is regarded as consti-
tuting an institutional unit if it has decision-making auton-
omy in respect of its principal function and either keeps 
a complete set of accounts or it would be possible and 
meaningful, from both an economic and legal viewpoint, 
to compile a complete set of accounts if they were 
required." 
The ESA (2.13a) also states that: "households always 
enjoy autonomy of decision in respect of their principal 
function of consumption and must therefore be institu-
tional units, even though they do not keep a complete 
set of accounts". 
Households as consumers may be defined as small 
groups of persons who share the same living accommo-
dation, who pool some, or all, of their income and wealth 
and who consume certain types of goods and services 
collectively, mainly housing and food. The criteria of the 
existence of family or emotional ties may be added. 
3.2 The institutional sector households (S.14) 
(ESA 2.75) 
3.2.1 Coverage 
"The households sector (S.14) covers individuals or 
groups of individuals as consumers and possibly also as 
entrepreneurs producing market goods and non-finan-
cial and financial services ... provided that, in the latter 
case, the corresponding activities are not those of sep-
arate entities treated as quasi-corporations. It also in-
cludes individuals or groups of individuals as producers 
of goods and non-financial services for exclusively own 
final use. 
The principal resources of these units are derived from 
compensation of employees, property income, transfers 
from other sectors or the receipts from disposal of market 
products or the imputed receipts from output of products 
for own final consumption." 
The households sector includes (ESA 2.76): 
a. "individuals or groups of individuals whose principal 
function is consumption; 
b. persons living permanently in institutions who have 
little or no autonomy of action or decision in economic 
matters", such as: 
members of religious orders living in monasteries, 
long-term patients in hospitals, 
prisoners serving long sentences, 
old persons living permanently in retirement homes; 
"Such people are treated as comprising, together, a 
single institutional unit, that is, a single household; 
c. individuals or groups of individuals whose principal 
function is consumption and that produce goods and 
non-financial services for exclusively own final use 
I I . ... , 
The system includes only the services of owner-oc-
cupied dwellings and domestic services produced by 
paid employees: 
d. "non-profit institutions serving households, which do 
not have independent legal status or those which do 
but are of only minor importance". 
The production of goods and services by unincorporated 
enterprises (market enterprises owned by households) 
is described in the "household" sector. Such enterprises 
have no assets or autonomy of decision-making separ-
ate from those of their owner. No distinction is made 
between them and the owner's household, which is an 
institutional unit in the "household" sector. 
3.2.2 Sub-sector breakdown 
The household sector is subdivided into the following 
sub-sectors (ESA 2.77): 
- employers, 
- employees, 
- recipients of property income, 
- recipients of pensions, 
- recipient of other transfer incomes, 
- others; 
The largest income category of a household determines 
its allocation to the specific sub-sectors. This sub-secto-
ral classification may be useful for analytical purposes, 
although specific sources by region would be needed at 
household level. This supposes a major inconvenience 
to adopt the sub-sector breakdown at regional level. 
3.3 Residence of households 
The term "residence" means that an institutional (or 
production) unit may be attached to an economic terri-
tory. Thus an institutional unit is resident on a given 
economic territory when it has a centre of economic 
interest on that territory. 
The ESA (2.07) states that: "The term centre of econ-
omic interest indicates the fact there exists some loca-
tion within the economic territory on, or f rom, which a unit 
engages, and intends to continue to engage, in econ-
omic activities and transactions on a significant scale, 
either indefinitely or over a finite but long period of time 
(a year or more)". 
Of special importance is the fact that: "The ownership of 
land and buildings within the economic territory is 
deemed to be sufficient in itself for the owner to have a 
centre of economic interest there" (ESA 2.07). 
Some references from the ESA and SNA clarify the 
residence of households at regional level: 
- "A household has a centre of economic interest when 
it maintains a dwelling, or succession of dwellings, 
within the country which members of the household 
treat, and use, as their principal residence. All indi-
viduals who belong to the same household must be 
resident in the same country" (SNA, 14.15). For 
regional purposes, 'country' can be read as 'region'; 
- Households are also uni-regional institutional units, 
thus their centre of economic interest is in the region 
where most of their activities take place (see ESA 
13.10); 
- "All transactions of the uniregional institutional units 
are allocated to the region in which they have their 
centre of economic interest. Regarding households, 
the centre of economic interest is the region where 
they live, not the region where they work" (ESA 
13.11). 
"A member of a resident household who leaves the 
economic territory to return to that same household after 
a limited period of time (i.e., less than one year) con-
tinues to be a resident even if that individual makes 
frequent journeys outside the economic territory. The 
individual's centre of economic interest remains in the 
economy in which the household is resident. The follo-
wing categories of such individuals are treated as resi-
dents" (SNA, 14.16); the illustrations of the categories 
are adapted for regional purposes: 
a. travellers or visitors: that is, individuals who leave the 
region for less than one year for recreation, business, 
health, education (see point h), religious or other 
purposes; 
b. workers who work for part of the year in another 
region or country, in some cases in response to the 
varying seasonal demand for labor, and then return 
to their households; 
c. border workers who regularly cross the border of the 
region or the country where they live each day or 
somewhat less regularly (e.g. each week) to work in 
a neighboring region or country; 
d. the official, civilian or military representatives of the 
government of the country established in territorial 
enclaves. It is supposed that these representatives 
often live as well as work in the enclaves. They 
continue to be resident in their home country even if 
they live in dwellings outside the enclaves. They are 
considered to have their residence in the extra-regio; 
e. the staff of the Institutions of the European Com-
munities and of civilian or military organizations which 
have their headquarters in extra-territorial enclaves. 
For example, an employee of Eurostat is a resident 
of Luxembourg provided he lives in Luxembourg; 
f. the locally recruited staff of foreign embassies, con-
sulates, military bases, etc. reside in the region where 
the households to which they belong maintain their 
dwellings; 
g. the crews of ships, aircraft, or other mobile equipment 
operating partly, or wholly, outside the region or 
country reside in the regions where the households 
to which they belong maintain their dwellings; 
h. according to the guidelines of the SNA (14.20), stu-
dents (and long-term patients) are treated as "resi-
dents of their country of origin however long they 
study abroad, provided they continue to form part of 
a household in that country". 
For the regional household accounts, a distinction 
should be made between two situations: 
h i . Students and long-term patients studying or sta-
ying abroad; 
The national accounts rule should be followed and 
therefore they should be treated as residents of their 
region of origin however long they study or stay 
abroad. 
h2. Students and long-term patients studying or sta-
ying in another region of the home country; 
An exception could be envisaged at regional level, 
according to international conventions (World Tou-
rism Organization), whereby these students and pa-
tients would be treated as residents of the host re-
gion, when they stay there more than one year. 
3.4 National households units 
In the ESA 2.15, notional resident units are defined as: 
"those parts of non-resident units which have a centre of 
economic interest ... on the economic territory of the 
country; non-resident units in their capacity as owners of 
land or buildings on the economic territory of the country, 
but only in respect of transactions affecting such land or 
buildings. 
Notional resident units, even if they keep only partial 
accounts and may not always enjoy autonomy of deci-
sion, are treated as institutional units". 
Two examples of these units are: 
1. A household which owns an unincorporated enter-
prise in another country or a region other than the 
region where it lives. Two different situations arise: 
1 .a. A household owns an unincorporated enterprise 
in another country: 
The unincorporated enterprise is a notional unit of the 
foreign country, thus, not integrated in the household 
sector of the home country. According to the ESA 
(2.25), notional resident units, by convention, are 
treated as if they were quasi-corporations; therefore 
for the household sector the income received by the 
owner has to be counted as income withdrawn from 
quasi-corporations ( property income) transferred to 
its owner in the home region. 
1.b. A household owns an unincorporated enterprise 
in another region of the home country: 
The unincorporated enterprise is a resident (notional 
unit) of the host region and in this case belonging to 
the household sector. The income received by the 
owner has to be counted as mixed income transferred 
to its owner in the home region. This rule ensures 
coherence between national and regional accounts 
of households. 
2. A household owns land and/or a second dwelling in 
another country or a region other than the region 
where it lives. Again two different situations arise: 
2.a. A household owns land and/or a second dwelling 
in another country: 
Land and/or second dwellings are non-resident units 
(notional units of the foreign country). The production 
of housing services (rented or owner occupied) has 
to be attached to the mentioned notional unit. For the 
household sector, the income received by the owner 
has to be counted as property income transferred to 
its owner in the home region. 
2.b. A household owns land and/or a second dwelling 
in another region of the home country: 
Land and/or second dwellings are non-resident (no-
tional) units of the region where they are located. For 
the household sector, the income received by the 
owner has to be counted as property income (from 
land), operating surplus (owner occupied dwellings) 
and mixed income (rented dwellings), transferred to 
the home region (see ESA 4.73 and ESA 13.34). 
These two situations also have to be considered 
when a household, non-resident in the home country, 
owns land, dwellings or unincorporated enterprises 
(treated as quasi-corporations) in a region of the 
home country. The imputation rules mentioned above 
have to be applied and therefore these units do not 
belong to the household sector of the home country. 
4. Simplified regional accounts of 
households 
4.1 General overview of the household accounts 
The regional accounts of households are compiled for 
households resident on the regional territory and extra-
regio. Forpurposes of regional analysis, these accounts 
are restricted to the distribution of income account, ex-
cluding the production and generation of income ac-
counts. 
According to the ESA (chapter VII "Sequence of ac-
counts and balancing items"), these accounts can be 
subdivided into the "allocation of primary income ac-
count 11.1.2", the "secondary distribution of income ac-
count II.2" and the "use of disposable income account 
11.4.1 ". In addition, there are the "redistribution of income 
in kind II.3" and "use of adjusted disposable income 
II.4.2" accounts. 
The accounts will be presented on the basis of their main 
transactions. A more detailed disaggregation is given in 
Annex I. 
4.2 The sequence of regional accounts of house-
holds 
4.2.1 Allocation of primary income account of house-
holds 
This is used to determine the primary income of house-
holds resident on the regional territory or extra-regio 
territory. "Primary income" is the compensation of em-
ployees received plus mixed income (or the operating 
surplus from their own-account production of housing 
services) of resident households, plus property income 
received minus property income payable by resident 
households. For more details, see table 1. 
4.2.2 Secondary distribution of income account of 
households 
The secondary distribution of income account of house-
holds records transactions which, for households resi-
dent on the regional territory or extra-regio, constitute a 
redistribution of income in cash. These transactions 
comprise social contributions (uses), social benefits in 
cash (resources), current taxes on income, wealth, etc. 
(uses) and other current transfers such as net premiums 
and accident insurance claims. When these transac-
tions are added to or subtracted from primary income -
the balancing item of the allocation of primary income 
Table 1: Allocation of primary income account of households 11.1.2 
Uses Resources 
D.4 Property income B.2/B.3 OPERATING SURPLUS/MIXED INCOME 
D.1 Compensation of employees 
B.5 PRIMARY INCOME D.4 Property income 
Explanations: 
B.2/B.3 Operating surplus/mixed income: 
Mixed income is the operating surplus of households that operate in "sole proprietorships and partnerships 
without independent legal status - other than those treated as quasi-corporations - which are marked producers" 
(ESA 2.76). Operating surplus consists, in the case of households, of the operating surplus from housing services 
produced for own consumption by owner-occupiers. 
Operating surplus and mixed income should be evaluated net of consumption of fixed capital, both for dwelling 
and for the fixed assets from unincorporated enterprises. This evaluation is always dependent on the availability 
of data. 
D.1 Compensation of employees (ESA 4.02): 
The "compensation of employees ... is defined as the total remuneration, in cash or in kind, payable by an 
employer to an employee in return for work done by the latter during the accounting period. 
Compensation of employees is broken down into: 
a) wages and salaries in cash; wages and salaries in kind; 
b) employers' social contributions". 
D.4 Property income: 
Resources: "property income ... is the income receivable by the owner of a financial asset or a tangible 
non-produced asset in return for providing funds to, or putting the tangible non-produced asset at the disposal 
of, another institutional unit" (ESA 4.41). 
Uses: interest paid, including that paid in connection with the production activity of unincorporated enterprises. 
Rents on land and sub-soil assets. 
B.5 Primary income: balancing item. 
account - the result is the disposable income of house- coming from public administrations or non-profit institu-
holds resident on the regional territory or extra-regio. tions serving households. For more details, see table 2. 
This income does not include social transfers in kind 
Table 2: Secondary distribution of income account of households 11.2 
Uses 
D.5 Current taxes on income, 
wealth, etc. 
D.61 Social Contributions 
D.7 Other current transfers 
B.6 DISPOSABLE INCOME 
Resources 
B.5 PRIMARY INCOME 
D.62 Social benefits other 
than social benefits in kind 
D.7 Other current transfers 
Explanations: 
D.62 Social benefits other than social benefits in kind. 
This heading includes: 
D.621 Social security benefits in cash; 
D.622 Private funded social insurance benefits; 
D.623 Unfounded employee social insurance benefits; 
D.624 Social assistance benefits in cash. 
D.7 Other current transfers (resources). 
This heading includes: 
D.72 Non-life insurance claims; 
D.75 Miscellaneous current transfers. 
D.5 Current taxes on income, wealth, etc. cover all compulsory, unrequited payments, in cash or in kind, levied 
periodically by general government and by the rest of the world on the income and wealth of institutional units, 
and some periodic taxes which are assessed neither on the income nor on the wealth. They include: 
D.51 Taxes on income; 
D.59 Other current taxes. 
D.61 Social contributions. 
This heading includes: 
D.611 Actual social contributions; 
D.612 Imputed social contributions. 
D.7 Other current transfers. 
This heading includes: 
D.71 Net non-life insurance premiums; 
D.75 Miscellaneous current transfers. 
4.2.3 Redistribution of income in kind account of house-
holds 
The redistribution of income in kind account is used to 
incorporate into the disposable income of households 
resident on the regional territory or extra-regio the social 
transfers in kind which they receive: social benefits in 
kind and individualized non-market services (education, 
health, etc.) produced by general government or non-
profit institutions. This disposable income, adjusted for 
social transfers in kind, is known as "adjusted disposable 
income". For more details, see table 3. 
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Table 3: Redistribution of income in kind account of households 
Uses 
B.7 ADJUSTED DISPOSABLE INCOME 
Resources 
B.6 DISPOSABLE INCOME 
D.63 Social transfers in kind 
Explanations: 
D.63 Social transfers in kind (ESA 4.104): "Social transfers in kind ... consist of individual goods and services 
provided as transfers in kind to individual households by government units and non-profit institutions serving 
households .... They may be financed out of taxation, other government income or social security contributions, 
or out of donations and property income in the case of non-profit institutions serving households." This heading 
includes: 
D.631 Social benefits in kind; 
D.632 Transfers of individual non-market goods or services. 
B.7 Adjusted disposable income: balancing item. 
4.2.4 Use of disposable income account of households 
The use of income account describes how the disposable 
income of households resident on the regional territory 
or extra-regio is divided between final consumption and 
saving. It includes two variants, one based on dispos-
able income - the balancing item of the secondary dis-
tribution of income account - and the other on adjusted 
disposable income, the balancing item of the redistribu-
tion of income in kind account. For more details, see 
table 4. 
With the first variant, final consumption ("final consump-
tion expenditure") corresponds largely to purchases by 
households of goods and services. With the second 
variant, final consumption ("actual final consumption") 
includes, in addition to final consumption expenditure, 
goods and services consumed by resident households 
using the social transfers in kind which they receive. 
Thus the difference between adjusted disposable in-
come and disposable income (the social transfers in kind 
of households resident on the regional territory) is exactly 
the same amount as the difference between actual final 
consumption and final consumption expenditure. Thus, 
saving - the balancing item of the use of income ac-
count - is the same whichever variant is used. 
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Table 4 a): Use of disposable income account of households 11.4.1 
Uses Resources 
P.3 Final consumption expenditure 
B.8 SAVING 
B.6 DISPOSABLE INCOME 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity 
of households on pension funds 
Table 4 b): Use of adjusted disposable income account of households II.4.2 
Uses Resources 
P.4 Actual final consumption expenditure B.7 ADJUSTED DISPOSABLE INCOME 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity of households 
B.8 SAVING in pension funds reserves 
Explanations: 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity of households in pension funds reserves: 
This "... represents the adjustment needed to make appear in the saving of households the change in the 
actuarial reserves on which households have a definite claim... and which are fed by premiums and contributions 
recorded in the secondary distribution of income account as social contributions" (ESA 4.141). 
P.3 Final consumption expenditure. This heading includes: 
- Purchases of goods and services on the market, both within and outside the economic territory of the region. 
- The proportion of goods and services paid for by households which is reimbursed by general government or 
non-profit institutions serving households is included under final consumption expenditure for these two 
sectors; 
- Final consumption resulting from own-account production by households. 
P.4 Actual final consumption expenditure. This heading includes social transfers in kind, in addition to final 
consumption expenditure. 
B.8 Saving: balancing item. 
4.3 Regional specificities of some household 
transactions 
4.3.1 B2/B3 Operating surplus/mixed income 
Mixed income corresponds to the operating surplus 
which households resident on the regional territory or 
extra-regio derive from their unincorporated enterprises 
and from their own-account production, with the excep-
tion of the (own-account) production of housing services 
(for these last, the term operating surplus is retained). 
On the other hand, mixed income/operating surplus does 
not include the income of unincorporated enterprises/ 
households services situated/offered on the regional 
territory but belonging to households not resident on that 
territory. 
4.3.2 D4 Property income (resources) 
Property income received comprises interest received 
by households resident on the regional territory or extra-
regio (interest on deposits, securities, etc.), corporate 
income received by resident households, i.e. dividends 
and income withdrawn by the owners of quasi-corpora-
tions, income attributed to insured persons and income 
from land. The assets from which this income derives 
may be situated in the region, outside it or even outside 
the national economic territory. 
Income attributed to insured persons includes income 
from accident insurance, life assurance and private so-
cial insurance schemes (pension funds, in particular). It 
is the net income derived from the investment of the 
reserves of insurance companies or private regimes in 
the form of liabilities to households resident on the 
regional territory. 
4.3.3 D7 Other current transfers (resources) 
Non-life insurance claims and other current transfers 
received. 
Non-life insurance claims are claims under non-life in-
surance contracts (fire, theft, damage to property, injury 
to persons, etc.) due to households resident on the 
regional territory or extra-regio as a result of damage 
arising during the year. The insurance companies con-
cerned may be situated on the regional territory or else-
where (including outside the national territory). 
Other current transfers received correspond to several 
types of operations; in particular current transfers re-
ceived by households resident on the regional territory 
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and extra-regio territory, coming from the rest of the 
world or from other regions (transfers coming from other 
regions are not usually evaluated in the household ac-
counts of national accounts). Other current transfers 
received also include payments from public administra-
tions and non-profit organizations not classified as social 
benefits: rewards, travel expenses, indemnities for 
goods of consumption lost etc. 
4.3.4 D7 Other current transfers (uses) 
Net non-life insurance premiums are those non-life in-
surance premiums which are intended to cover claims 
due during the year. However, net premiums equal 
non-life insurance claims only at the level of the insur-
ance companies and not necessarily in each regional 
territory considered in isolation. In fact the net non-life 
insurance premiums of households resident on the re-
gional territory or extra regio, may be obtained by adding 
the income from the investment of reserves attributed to 
those households to the actual premiums (premiums 
acquired during the year) and deducting the consump-
tion of non-life insurance services. Social contributions 
to private social insurance schemes are valued by the 
same method as net non-life insurance premiums. 
As on the resources side, miscellaneous current trans-
fers entered in the secondary distribution of income 
account under uses represent various types of transac-
tions, basically transfers (in cash or in kind) paid by 
households resident in the region to households not 
resident in the region (outside the national economic 
territory or in a different region), payments to non-profit 
institutions (including those not resident on the national 
territory), fines and similar payments to general govern-
ment, reimbursements by households of expenditure 
defrayed for their benefit by social security bodies. 
4.3.5 Adjustment for the change in net equity of house-
holds on pension funds (see ESA 4.141, 4.142 and 
SNA 7.124) 
The use of income account includes under resources an 
item known as adjustment for the change in net equity 
of households on pension funds . Using this item, which 
is included in both variants of the account, the net 
increase in the reserves of pension funds to which 
resident households have subscribed can be incorpor-
ated into the saving of those households. It is measured 
as actual social contributions paid to the funds plus net 
income from the investment of reserves attributed to 
insured persons minus social benefits paid by the funds 
and minus the consumption of services in the case of 
autonomous pension funds. In view of this adjustment, 
flows relating to pension funds are, in short, counted as 
follows for the valuation of the various income concepts: 
a. the social contributions paid to the funds by house-
holds resident on the regional territory are deducted 
from disposable income (and adjusted disposable 
income), since they are recorded under transfers on 
the uses side of the secondary distribution of income 
account. The adjustment entered in the use of in-
come account enables this effect to be canceled out 
when saving is calculated; 
b. the social benefits paid by the funds to resident 
households are counted as part of disposable income 
(and adjusted disposable income), since they are 
recorded as transfers of resources in the secondary 
distribution of income account. The adjustment of the 
use of income account means that they are not 
counted when saving is calculated; 
c. the net income from the investment of the funds' 
reserves attributed to resident households is included 
in the primary income of those households (property 
income entered on the resources side of the alloca-
tion of primary income account) but not in their dis-
posable income, being included in the social 
contributions posted on the uses side of the secon-
dary distribution of income account. However, this 
income is incorporated into the saving of resident 
households by means of the adjustment entered in 
the use of income account. 
Thus, the articulation of flows concerning pension funds 
is different from those for life insurance or non-life insu-
rance funds: 
a. For life insurance, only income from the investment 
of reserves attributed to the insured persons is in-
cluded in the accounts: it is included as a resource in 
the allocation of primary income account and is also 
included in disposable income and saving; 
b. For non-life insurance, the income from the invest-
ment is counted under primary income but not under 
the disposable income or saving of households. It is 
not considered as an amount owed to the house-
holds, since it is used by the insurance companies to 
pay some of the claims. Furthermore, net premiums 
(excluding income from the investment of reserves), 
and claims, are deducted from/added to disposable 
income and saving. 
Thus, in the case of pension funds, the treatment of flows 
is based on the treatment of both life insurance (for the 
calculation of saving) and non-life insurance (for the 
calculation of disposable income). 
4.4 The compilation of regional accounts and their 
transactions 
4.4.1 Introduction 
Section 4.1 gives an overview of the accounts of house-
holds and the transactions and balancing items involved. 
Each account contains valuable information, but the 
question is to what extent and at what effort it is possible 
to compile these accounts, transactions and balancing 
items at the NUTS II regional level. The answer depends 
on why the regional household accounts are being com-
piled and on the statistical information available in each 
country. A brief analysis of these subjects follows. 
4.4.2 The aim of compiling regional household 
accounts 
First of all, the allocation of primary income account 
contains the balancing item "primary income of house-
holds". This is an indicator of the capacity of the house-
holds resident in a region to generate an income as 
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entrepreneurs, employees or recipients of property in-
come in the region of their residence, in other regions or 
abroad. 
In general, the primary income of households is the most 
important of the primary incomes of the various sectors. 
In addition, if the primary income of resident households 
per head of the population is lower in one region than in 
others, this might lead to income transfers from central 
government or from supra-national institutions such as 
the European Union (EU) to the poorer region. A low 
primary income of resident households might be an 
indication of the dependency of that region on the sup-
port of national and supra-national institutions. A rela-
tively low primary income of households might also lead 
to structural measures to improve the earning capacity 
of the region concerned. Creating economic activities, 
and thus work, is, of course, one of the most important 
remedies. 
For purposes of regional policy, it is important to break 
down the primary income of households into its compo-
nents: mixed income, compensation of employees and 
net property income. It is important to note that economic 
developments might have differing effects on the diffe-
rent component parts of the primary income of house-
holds. Increasing competition on the agricultural 
markets, for example, has a direct effect on the mixed 
income of farmers, while it is highly probable that this is 
not the case for employees. Thus, if there are substantial 
differences in the composition of the primary income of 
resident households from one region to another, eco-
nomic policy might produce substantially different effects 
on the level of primary income from one region to an-
other. 
The secondary distribution of income account of house-
holds contains a very important balancing item: the 
disposable income of resident households. This balan-
cing item is the result of all preceding transactions: the 
production, distribution and redistribution of income. For 
many countries, the redistribution of income implies 
substantial inter-regional transactions. 
Disposable income is a concept which reflects to some 
extent the 'material welfare' of households. Welfare as 
such is a concept which cannot be measured statisti-
cally. Disposable income is a concept which can be used 
as an approximation, an indicator, of'welfare'. Relatively 
low disposable income of households resident in a re-
gion is basically a topic for European Union policy-ma-
king, although it is not referred to as such in the 
regulations. However, there is no doubt that the dispo-
sable income of households resident in a region is a very 
important regional indicator. 
Compared with disposable income, the adjusted dispo-
sable income of households resident in a region can be 
regarded as a closer approximation to the concept of 
'material welfare'. Thus, if information on social transfers 
in kind can be obtained, it is strongly recommended that 
this balancing item be compiled, too. 
The balancing item "saving of resident households" in a 
region gives an indication of the long-term endurance 
capacity of those households. The same applies to the 
use of adjusted disposable income account and the use 
of disposable income account of households. 
4.4.3 Some remarks concerning statistical sources 
Section 4.4.2 gives the meaning of some important 
balancing items and sets out arguments in favour of their 
compilation at regional level. They could serve as a basis 
for the implementation and monitoring of regional 
policies. However, the compilation of these balancing 
items depends on the statistical information available 
and this differs from country to country. The reliability of 
sources is also something to consider, particularly when 
data from sample surveys may lack reliability at the 
NUTS II regional level. This has to be taken into account 
when decisions are taken on the sources to be used for 
assessing the different transactions. 
4.4.4 Proposals for the detail of the accounts, transac-
tions and balancing items 
The revised version of the ESA (13.31) limits the ac-
counts to the allocation of primary income and secon-
dary distribution of income as the minimum requirement 
to be compiled by the Member States. Nevertheless 
some practical recommendations are given for the coun-
tries able to compile an enlarged system. 
The first consideration is that there is a difference be-
tween the level of detail of compilation and the level of 
detail at which the accounts of households are publi-
shed. 
It is recommended that the accounts should be compiled 
at the most detailed level possible, bearing in mind the 
data available. Even when the data for compiling several 
transaction categories are less than totally reliable, it is 
recommended that the regional breakdown of those 
transactions be estimated, mainly because this makes 
clear the greater or lesser degree of reliability of the 
different balancing items at regional level. If possible, it 
is even recommended that the level of detail of the 
transactions should be greater than that mentioned in 
Annex II. 
The level of regional detail at which the EU countries will 
be able to publish household accounts is largely a matter 
of the availability of relevant and reliable data. A practical 
way is to look for the highest common denominator at 
which publication is possible. Because this is not imme-
diately clear, a number of suggestions are listed below. 
Suggestion 1 
1.a It is suggested that in any case the 'entrepreneurial 
income account' and the 'allocation of other primary 
income account' should be combined in the 'allocation 
of primary income account' (Table 1). For transactions 
and balancing items, it is suggested that no detail be-
yond the level of Table 1 should be published, as dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1. 
1.b In addition to the primary income account, it is 
suggested that the 'secondary distribution of income 
account' of households should be compiled (Table 2). 
For transactions and balancing items, it is suggested that 
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no detail beyond the level of Table 2 should be publi-
shed, as discussed in section 4.2.2. 
1.c It is suggested that the 'use of disposable income 
account' should not be compiled beyond the level of 
detail of Table 4a, as discussed above. Because of the 
quality of the data on consumption, it is suggested that 
final consumption expenditure should not be detailed. 
Countries may, of course, publish more detailed data on 
this transaction if reliable information is available. 
1.d If reliable data exist on 'social transfers in kind', it is 
suggested that the 'redistribution of income in kind ac-
count of households' be compiled (Table 3) as well as 
the 'use of adjusted disposable income account of 
households' (Table 4b). When priorities are being set, it 
is suggested that the extended concepts of 'adjusted 
disposable income' and 'actual final consumption' have 
greater priority than, for example, more detail in 'final 
consumption expenditure'. It is suggested that published 
data should not go beyond the level of detail of Tables 3 
and 4b. 
Suggestion 2 
Accounts included in 1 a, 1 b and 1 c should be compiled. 
For the sake of simplification, suggestion 1 .d is rejected.. 
Suggestion 3 
Accounts included in 1a, 1b, 1 d should be compiled. For 
the sake of comparability of regional balancing items 
between countries, suggestion 1c is rejected. 
Suggestion 4 
The regional household accounts are limited to the ac-
counts 1a and 1b as established in the ESA (13.31). 
The discussion of this issue by the Working Party "Re-
gional accounts and statistical indicators" in 1995 has 
shown that Option 1,3,4, in any hierarchical consider-
ation, should be preferred to 1, 2,4, given the emphasis 
of Community statistics on the comparability of data. 
5. Estimation methods: principles and 
methods of régionalisation 
5.1 Régionalisation of transactions for the régiona-
lisation of accounts 
Two types of procedure for the compilation of the re-
gional accounts of households spring to mind. Firstly, 
attempts could be made to construct a complete system 
of accounts of the regional economy on the basis of its 
institutional units or parts thereof. Such a system should 
include accounts showing the links between each re-
gional economy and the economies of other regions and 
the rest of the world. These accounts would be the 
equivalent of the rest-of-the-world accounts in national 
accounts. Secondly, the regional accounts of house-
holds could be compiled via a "régionalisation" i.e. by 
allocating the transactions featuring in the sequence of 
national accounts to the different regional territories and 
extra-regio. 
Theoretically, it is more satisfactory to compile a set of 
regional accounts than to regionalize transactions. 
There are, however, serious conceptual obstacles to this 
idea, in particular the fact that the regional territory is not 
a "closed area" from the point of view of its economy. 
For these reasons, to build a regional system of accounts 
of institutional sectors cannot be considered a feasible 
proposition. However the principles for the regionaliza-
tion of household accounts, such as the residence of 
households, and the coherency with transactions in the 
other sectors, should be retained. 
The transactions at the national level recorded in the 
allocation of primary income, secondary distribution of 
income, redistribution of income in kind and use of 
income accounts are to be allocated to the different 
regional territories. In order to do this, a very detailed 
level of data will generally be required, one in which the 
transactions are broken down into sufficiently detailed 
categories, categories also identifiable in the accounts 
of the "household" sector and for which regional statisti-
cal sources, or reajonal indicators, are available. Ré-
gionalisation must endeavor to allocate transactions to 
the place of residence of the households, taking into 
account, if necessary, the multiregional nature of certain 
transactions. 
5.2 The bottom-up and top-down methods 
Two methods of regionalizing transactions are possible. 
The bottom-up method consists of collecting data on the 
basic units which, when aggregated at regional level, 
can be used to determine the regional breakdown of the 
transaction (including the extra-regio). Where the ac-
counts of households are concerned, the basic unit is the 
household resident on the given regional territory. 
The top-down method works by reference to a regional 
indicator which has a more or less close link with the 
transaction in question and is used as a regional break-
down key. 
The advantage of the bottom-up method is that it uses 
statistical data closely allied to the variables which it is 
aimed to measure at regional level. Its disadvantage is 
that it does not a priori guarantee consistency with the 
valuations of the accounts of the "household" sector. 
On the other hand, the advantage of the top-down 
method is that, via construction, it ensures that the 
national figure and regional figures remain consistent, 
since the latter result from a breakdown of the national 
total based on a distribution key. There is, therefore, no 
adjustment problem with the top-down method. Its draw-
back is that the regional valuations do not always result 
from data directly linked to the variables to be measured 
and to the basic units in question. This disadvantage will 
be less serious if the distribution indicator is correlated 
with the transaction concerned. 
In general, the bottom-up method is clearly preferable to 
the top-down. 
The bottom-up and top-down methods may be combined 
(mixed method). For example, wages and salaries re-
ceived by households resident on a regional territory 
may be valued on the basis of the wages and salaries 
paid by enterprises and institutions which have produc-
tion units on that territory. Initially, the wages and sa-
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laries paid by the institutions and enterprises are divided 
up among their production units (top-down method) and 
regional amounts are valued by adding up the wages 
and salaries paid by these units in each region (bottom-
up method). However, the wages and salaries of resi-
dent households are not obtained in this way, since 
account also has to be taken of wages and salaries paid 
to residents by production units situated outside the 
region, and those paid to non-residents by production 
units situated on the regional territory have to be de-
ducted. 
In fact, the bottom-up method is most often used as a 
mixed method. Since they are adjusted to national 
accounts valuations, regional amounts derived from data 
on the basic units are not the final amounts included in 
the national accounts: they are a reference for the ré-
gionalisation of the national figure. 
A different way of considering mixed methods is, for 
example, the use of the bottom-up method when a 
variable or an aggregate of variables can be regionalized 
at the NUTS-I level only, with the top-down method used 
for further régionalisation atthe NUTS-II level. This might 
be the case when, for example, information from indus-
trial aggregates is suitable for the régionalisation of 
income components in the regional household accounts 
at the NUTS-I level. 
5.3 Reliability of valuations and adjustments 
5.3.1 Reliability of valuations 
There is a transaction in the accounts of the "household" 
sector to correspond to each transaction in the regional 
accounts of households. The bottom-up method does 
not a priori guarantee numerical consistency, but the 
top-down method does, since it involves dividing the 
national flow among the different regional territories. 
There may be various reasons for the differences be-
tween the valuations obtained using the bottom-up 
method and those which feature in the "household" 
sector accounts. These reasons include the following 
(there are others): 
1. Population differences: 
The differences classified under this heading concern 
the additions necessary for the coincidence of the popu-
lation of the source under consideration and that of the 
sector "households" in national accounts. They relate to 
persons or households that are not observed in the 
statistical source under consideration, and concern, for 
example, persons who died or emigrated during the 
survey. 
2. Differences in transaction concepts: 
Transaction concepts used in the statistical source may 
differ from the concepts used in national accounts. For 
example, the income components as measured in the 
statistical source can differ from the corresponding in-
come components in the national accounts as to defini-
tion, recording, observation and valuation: 
a. Transactions in national accounts may be missing 
from the statistical source; 
b. Transactions in national accounts may be only par-
tially observed in the statistical source; 
c. Transactions in the statistical source may be classi-
fied differently in the national accounts; 
d. Transactions in the statistical source may differ from 
the national accounts as to the time of recording; 
e. Transactions in the statistical source may have a 
different valuation than in national accounts. 
3. Statistical discrepancies: 
After correction for the differences mentioned above, 
there still remains a discrepancy between the adjusted 
data from the statistical source and the national ac-
counts. It includes, inter alia: 
a. Sampling errors in the statistical source. The source 
used for the regional accounts is the same as for the 
national accounts but it is qot entirely representative 
at regional level. 
b. Estimation errors in the national accounts. In the 
years between revisions, national accounts give pref-
erence to the estimation of changes against absolute 
values. Thus, absolute values from regional accounts 
could be more accurate that those from national 
accounts. 
c. That part of the unobserved economy (for example 
tax-evasion). 
d. The sources used for regional accounts have been 
processed in much less detail. 
5.3.2 Adjusting the regional accounts to the national 
accounts of the household sector 
The simplest way of adjusting the valuation of the re-
gional accounts of households to that of the accounts of 
the "household" sector is to apply a single coefficient to 
the values obtained for each regional territory. This 
coefficient will be the ratio of the national value to the 
sum of the regional values. The difference is thus 
divided up in proportion to the valuations obtained by the 
bottom-up method. 
The constraint whereby the regional accounts have to 
be consistent with the valuations of the "household" 
sector accounts turns the bottom-up method into a mixed 
method. The data on the basic units can be used to 
determine levels for each regional territory, acting as a 
basis for the regional breakdown of the national flow. 
However, the bottom-up method is an essential back-up 
if the results obtained are to be valid. 
It may be useful to compare the valuations included in 
the regional accounts of households with those of other 
regional accounts as they relate to a given transaction 
and a given region. For example, the compensation 
received by employees in households resident on the 
regional territory may be compared with the compensa-
tion paid by the production units resident on the same 
regional territory, as valued for the regional industrial 
aggregates. The difference between the two figures is 
the compensation received by residents but paid by 
production units situated outside the regional territory, 
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minus the compensation paid to non-residents by resi-
dent production units. Such a difference may be com-
pared with the characteristics and structure of wage-
and salary-earners in the region. 
The régionalisation of accounts obtained by regionali-
zing the transactions of households on the basis of 
whichever statistical sources and regional indicators are 
most appropriate for each transaction cannot guarantee 
a priori that the balancing items arising from the dif-
ference between resources and uses in each account 
are consistent. 
One possibility would then be to compare these balan-
cing items, particularly disposable income and saving, 
with the levels obtained from the explicit régionalisation 
based on direct information on the corresponding ba-
lancing items. If the analysis suggests that the valuations 
in the regional accounts are questionable, one or mere 
transactions will have to be modified, on the under-
standing that only the regional breakdown is involved, 
since the levels have to remain consistent with the 
accounts of the "household" sector. 
If the transaction is obtained by the bottom-up method, 
the method of adjustment to the national flow (single 
coefficient) will have to be re-examined first of all, and 
only then will the regional values prior to adjustment be 
considered for revision. If the transaction is obtained by 
the top-down method, the reliability of the indicator will 
have to be investigated, in particular as regards regional 
representativeness. For example, the figures may be 
compared with those obtained using another indicator, 
one possibly less closely correlated with the transaction 
in question but more reliable from the point of view of 
representativeness at regional level. 
5.4 The choice of statistical sources and indicators 
5.4.1 Introduction 
Any régionalisation procedure must give priority to stat-
istical sources and indicators based on the households' 
place of residence while checking that they allow for the 
possibility that certain transactions may be multi-re-
gional. 
In some cases it will not be possible to use sources or 
indicators based on place of residence, either because 
their quality is mediocre or unsatisfactory or because 
they simply do not exist for a particular transaction. A 
criterion other than place of residence will then have to 
be used if there only exists, for example, information 
about wages at the level of local KAU or, in the case of 
unincorporated enterprises and housing, the place 
where the units are situated. Attempts will then have to 
be made to estimate the bias which this type of criterion 
is likely to introduce, compared with the criterion of 
households' place of residence. 
The transactions will have to be regionalized at a fairly 
detailed level, more detailed, in any event, than that used 
as a basis for the presentation and publication of the 
accounts. This level will be a trade-off between the need 
to identify the various elements of a given transaction as 
accurately as possible and the availability of regional 
sources or indicators which are representative and uni-
form. 
5.4.2 Sources 
5.4.2.11ncome distribution statistics 
These provide the income distribution of individuals as 
well as households. In principle, they provide the best 
opportunity for the régionalisation of most of the compo-
nents of income because the relevant administrations 
have a complete data set of all individuals and house-
holds that pay tax. However, some important differences 
vis-à-vis national accounts concepts, such as population 
and certain transactions as mentioned in 5.3.1, should 
be noted. 
5.4.2.2 Family budget surveys 
In addition to consumption, these surveys also contain 
data on household income components. However, in 
general they do not achieve the level of detail of infor-
mation on income distribution statistics. The survey 
samples are in general far smaller than those used for 
income distribution statistics, and this leads in most 
countries to less reliable regional data in family budget 
surveys. For this reason, most of the regional data on 
final consumption expenditure, for example, are taken 
from statistical sources other than family budget sur-
veys. 
5.4.2.3 Some specific sources 
a. For the transactions in the allocation of primary in-
come account, the main statistical sources may be: 
- mixed income: regional accounts for agriculture, 
regional accounts of industries, fiscal sources, hou-
sing surveys; 
- operating surplus: housing surveys; 
- gross wages and salaries: annual wage and salary 
returns, statistics of wages and salaries of public 
servants, numbers of wage-and salary-earners in the 
region, number of residents in the regions holding 
down a job abroad; 
- employers' social contributions: regional statistics 
of social security institutions and private social insu-
rance schemes, numbers of wage- and salary-
earners in the region; 
- interest received: fiscal sources, regional break-
down of outstanding financial instruments (in particu-
lar, deposits); 
- distributed earnings of corporate enterprises: fiscal 
sources, data on the regional breakdown of the turn-
over and/or income of private companies; 
- income attributed to insured persons: demographic 
sources, sources used for the régionalisation of pre-
miums (non-life insurance) and of social contributions 
(private social insurance schemes); 
- income from land and sub-soil: regional accounts 
for agriculture, data on sub-soil deposits; 
- interest paid: regional data on housing and con-
sumer loans outstanding. 
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b. For transactions in the secondary distribution of in-
come account, the main statistical sources may be: 
- social benefits: regional statistics of social security 
institutions and private social insurance schemes, 
regional statistics unfounded schemes; 
- non-life insurance claims: regional indicators for 
each risk in respect of which a claim is paid (regional 
population patterns, regional housing stock patterns, 
numbers of accidents, etc.); 
- miscellaneous current transfers received: general 
government accounts (including the regional ac-
counts of local government), accounts of non-profit 
institutions, demographic and socio-economic data; 
- current taxes on income and wealth: fiscal statistics 
by region, regional accounts of local government; 
- actual social contributions: regional statistics of 
social security institutions and private social insu-
rance schemes, numbers of wage- and salary-
earners in the different regions, demographic data; 
- net non-life insurance premiums: regional indicators 
for each risk in respect of which a claim is paid; 
- miscellaneous current transfers paid: regional struc-
ture of foreign assets in the different regions, socio-
demographic data. 
c. Redistribution of income in kind account: 
The main statistical source for social benefits in kind 
recorded under resources in the redistribution of income 
in kind account is the regional statistics of social security 
institutions. 
Demographic data will probably need to be used for the 
breakdown of certain benefits, such as allowances in 
kind granted by non-profit institutions. The regional 
breakdown of individualized non-market services could 
be based on certain existing sources but will probably 
require specific work, in particular for the régionalisation 
of services provided by central government. 
d. Use of income account: 
The final consumption of households could be regio-
nalized on the basis of the processing of family budget 
surveys, coupled with the use of socio-demographic 
data and any available data on the turnover of enter-
prises in the region. 
The objective is to measure the final consumption of 
households resident on each regional territory and extra-
regio, and not final consumption on the regional territory. 
Basically, the adjustment for the change in net equity of 
households on pension funds is regionalized on the 
basis of its component parts: social contributions (uses 
in the secondary distribution of income account), income 
attributed to insured persons (resources in the allocation 
of primary income account) and social benefits (re-
sources in the secondary distribution of income ac-
count). The consumption of services, which is deducted 
when the adjustment is calculated, may be regionalized 
in the same way as actual social contributions paid to the 
funds. 
5.4.3 The régionalisation of some difficult transactions 
due to the lack of regional data 
5.4.3.1 Treatment of insurance, private social insurance and 
pensions in accounts of households 
Serious problems of data availability, which cannot eas-
ily be solved, occur with transactions concerning insu-
rance, social insurance and pensions, such as: 
D.44 Property income attributed to insurance policy 
holders; 
D.611 Actual social contributions; 
D.622 Private funded social insurance benefits; 
D.71 Net non-life insurance premiums; 
D.72 Non-life insurance claims; 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity of 
households on pension funds. 
The extent to which the transactions concerned should 
be included in the regional accounts has to be con-
sidered. There are two alternatives: 
a. all transactions are included in the regional accounts; 
b. for private social insurance, e.g. pensions and non-
life insurance, transaction D44 will be ignored. In 
doing so, the primary income will be influenced but 
the disposable income remains the same. 
When regional accounts are analysed, the emphasis is 
more on the regional breakdown of the aggregates than 
on the general level of these aggregates in each region. 
For that reason, the option chosen will depend on the 
extent to which the regional breakdown of the balancing 
items will be influenced by weak regional data or the lack 
of such data and on the extent to which the aggregates 
as shown in the accounts become artificial. 
In any case, D.44 as it refers to life insurance has to be 
estimated whichever alternative is selected. Although 
held and managed by insurance enterprises, life insu-
rance reserves are treated as assets that belong to the 
households of the insured persons, and they are not part 
of the net worth of the insurance enterprises. They are 
collectively described as the net equity of households on 
life insurance reserves (see SNA 7.124). The reserves 
themselves may be invested in securities, land or other 
assets from which property income is receivable. Such 
income must therefore be treated as accruing to house-
holds that have taken out life insurance policies and not 
to the insurance enterprises that administer the reserves 
on their behalf (see SNA 7.124). 
This passage shows that a relation is assumed to exist 
between the premiums paid for life insurance in the past 
and the property income from the investment. This im-
plies a claim of the population resident in the region 
credited with insurance policies. 
5.4.3.2 Employers' direct social benefits and imputed social 
contributions 
The relationship between employers' direct social 
benefits and imputed social contributions depends on 
the situation and characteristics of the enterprises or 
institutions concerned. 
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In the case of private employers, the scheme is treated 
at national level as having a balanced breakdown. At 
this level, imputed social contributions are taken to be 
equal to direct social benefits (taking into account any 
employees' social contributions). Therefore it is recom-
mended to follow this approach at regional level. 
In the case of retirement and survivor's schemes run by 
public enterprises and general government which grant 
pensions to their former employees, if there is a stable, 
normal ratio of staff currently working to pensioners, the 
system is considered to be in balance at national level 
and the same treatment mentioned for private employers 
is suggested. 
Retirement and survivor's pension schemes run by pu-
blic enterprises and general government which grant 
pensions to their former employees with a non-normal 
ratio of staff currently working to pensioners. Imputed 
social contributions cannot be measured via direct social 
benefits. They have to be based on the number of 
employees in work and the rate for contributions to 
equivalent schemes. More often than not, this calcula-
tion produces a much lower figure for imputed social 
contributions than direct social benefits minus em-
ployees' social contributions. In reality, the gap is filled -
either wholly or partly - by transfers from government or 
other social protection schemes. (If the imbalance is 
corrected solely via transfers, imputed social benefits 
may be obtained as the difference between direct social 
benefits, minus employees' social contributions, and 
transfers.). Therefore at national and also at regional 
level there can be differences between imputed social 
contributions and direct social benefits. The gap repre-
sents the distribution among the regions of the demo-
graphic imbalance of the pension regime. 
5.4.3.3 Miscellaneous current transfers 
It is only to be expected that there will be many inter-
regional transactions of this type between households. 
One example is the transfers of a household to a student 
who is a member of the family but lives and studies in 
another region. The consequence is that the sum of the 
regional transactions does not equal the corresponding 
sum in national accounts. 
For this reason, it is proposed that both the resources 
and the uses sides of this transaction be combined in a 
net transaction D.75 on the resources side of the secon-
dary distribution of income account of households. The 
régionalisation of this transaction is above all a matter of 
practical possibilities, since the information available 
differs from one country to another. In general, the 
top-down method using related regional indicators has 
to be used. 
5.5 Final and provisional accounts 
The proposals for the régionalisation of transactions 
(level of detail of the transactions, statistical sources and 
indicators, pre-eminence of the bottom-up method, ana-
lysis of the reliability of the regional breakdowns, etc.) 
deal mainly with the compilation of the final regional 
accounts of households. It will often not be possible to 
use them for the provisional versions. Owing to the lack 
of regional sources, the method used for the final ac-
count will have to be adapted in several respects. 
One solution to this problem could be to extrapolate the 
data for a given year by (regional) short-term indicators 
to produce provisional accounts. The most simple 
method consists of extrapolating the regional data on the 
basis of the development of the corresponding national 
totals, using the regional breakdown of a transaction in 
the most recent definitive year as a regional key. This 
method of régionalisation is basically a rough top-down 
method. Checks will have to be run to see whether such 
a relatively rough but simple method produces a good 
forecast of the final regional accounts. 
Alongside this type of top-down method, a mixed method 
could be used. The amounts for each region as they 
figure in the latest final account are projected using 
appropriate indicators, and the projection thus obtained 
is then used to break down the national flow. These two 
methods do not, of course, rule out the possibility of 
valuing certain transactions in a provisional account on 
the basis of direct information or statistical indicators 
relating to the year under consideration. 
Whether extrapolation methods could be refined de-
pends on the timeliness of relevant regional short-term 
indicators. However, one important consideration is that 
the effort that has to be put into a refinement of the 
extrapolation method has to be commensurate with the 
time and costs involved. 
For compilation, the level of detail of the transactions will 
probably be lower for a provisional than for a final ac-
count. Therefore the presentation and dissemination of 
provisional accounts could be done at a more aggregate 
level. 
The analysis of the reliability of the regional breakdowns, 
which is an important aspect of the compilation of a final 
account, will also have to be adapted for a provisional 
account, especially since the top-down method will prob-
ably be preferred. Furthermore, the degree of reliability 
will depend to some extent on the degree of reliability of 
the final account, since certain regional breakdowns will 
be based directly on the breakdowns in this account. 
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ANNEX 1 
DETAIL OF TRANSACTIONS 
1. Allocation of primary income account of 
households 
B.2/B.3 Operating surplus/mixed income 
Mixed income is the operating surplus of households that 
operate in "sole proprietorships and partnerships without 
independent legal status - other then those treated as 
quasi-corporations which are market producers" (ESA 
2.76). 
Operating surplus consists, in the case of households, 
of the operating surplus from housing services produced 
for own consumption by owner occupiers. 
D.1 Compensation of employees (ESA 4.02 ), 
"The compensation of employees ... is defined as the 
total remuneration, in cash or in kind, payable by an 
employer to an employee in return for work done by the 
latter during the accounting period." 
Compensation of employees is broken down into: 
D.11 Wages and salaries containing 
a. Wages and salaries in cash (ESA 4.03): 
- basic wages and salaries payable at regular 
intervals; 
- enhanced rates of pay for overtime, etc.; 
- cost of living allowances, etc.; 
- bonuses based on productivity or profits etc.; 
- allowances for transport to and from work; 
- holiday pay for official holidays or annual holidays; 
- commissions, tips, etc.; 
- ad-hoc bonuses etc. made under incentive 
schemes; 
- payments made by employers to their employees 
under saving schemes; 
- exceptional payments to employees who leave the 
enterprise ...; 
- housing allowance paid in cash by employers to 
their employees; 
b. Wages and salaries in kind (ESA 4.04, 4.05): 
"Wages and salaries in kind consist of goods and 
services, or other benefits, provided free or at re-
duced prices by employers, and that can be used by 
employees in their own time and at their own discre-
tion, for the satisfaction of their own needs or wants 
orthose of other members of their households. Those 
goods and services, or other benefits, are not neces-
sary for the employers' production process. For the 
employees, those wages and salaries in kind repre-
sents an additional income: they would have paid a 
market prices if they had bought these goods or 
services themselves". The most common are: 
- meals and drinks; 
- own-account and purchased housing services; 
- clothing; 
- services of vehicles or other durables provided for 
the personal use of 
- employees; 
- free travel for the employees of railways or airlines; 
- free coal for miners; 
- provision of sports, recreation, or holiday facilities 
for employees and their families; 
- transportation to and from work, car parking; 
- crèches for the children of employees; 
- payments made by employers to works councils; 
- bonus shares distributed to employees; 
- the estimated benefit of reduced or zero interest. 
D.12 Employers' social contributions (ESA 4.08): 
"An amount equal to the value of the social contributions 
incurred by employers in order to secure for their em-
ployees the entitlement to social benefits needs to be 
recorded under compensation of employees. Em-
ployers' social contributions may be either actual or 
imputed." 
D.121 Employers' actual social contributions (ESA 
4.09): 
"... payments made by employers for the benefit of their 
employees to insurers (social security funds and private 
funded schemes). These payments cover statutory, con-
ventional, ontractual and voluntary contributions in re-
spect of insurance against social risks or needs .... 
Although paid directly by employers to insurers, these 
employers' contributions are treated as a component of 
the compensation of employees, who are then deemed 
to pay them over to the insurers." 
D.122 Employers' imputed social contributions (ESA 
4.10): 
"... the counterpart to unfunded social benefits ... paid 
directly by employers to their employees or former 
employees and other eligible persons ... without invol-
ving an insurance enterprise or autonomous pension 
fund, and without creating a special fund or segregated 
reserve for the purpose." 
D.4 Property income, resources (ESA 4.41): 
"Property income ... is the income receivable by the 
owner of a financial asset or a tangible non-produced 
asset in return for providing funds to, or putting the 
tangible non-produced asset at the disposal of, another 
institutional unit." Property income is broken down into: 
D.41 Interest (received); 
- Interest on deposits, loans and accounts receivable; 
- Interest on securities. 
D.42 Distributed income of corporations: 
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- Dividends (D.421); 
- Withdrawals from income of quasi-corporations 
(D.422). 
D.43 Reinvested earnings on direct foreign investment; 
Negligible in the case of households; 
D.44 Property income attributed to insurance policy 
holders; 
D.45 Rents on land and sub-soil assets: The rent re-
ceived by a landowner from a tenant. 
D.4 Property income, uses: 
D.41 Interest (paid): Including that paid in connection 
with production activity of unincorporated enterprises; 
D.45 Rents on land and sub-soil assets: The rent paid 
by a tenant to a landowner. 
B.5 Primary income: Balancing item. 
2. Secondary distribution of income account of 
households 
D.62 Social benefits other than social benefits in kind: 
This heading includes (ESA 4.103); 
D.621 Social security benefits in cash, payable to house-
holds by social security funds (excluding reimburse-
ments); 
D.622 Private funded social insurance benefits, payable 
to households by insurance enterprises or other institu-
tional units administering private funded social insu-
rance schemes; 
D.623 Unfounded employee social insurance benefits, 
payable to their employees, their dependents or survi-
vors by employers administering unfounded social insu-
rance schemes. 
They include: 
- continued payment of normal, or reduced, wages 
during periods of absence from work as a result of ill 
health, accident, maternity, etc.; 
- the payment of family, education or other allowances 
in respect of dependents; 
- the payment of retirement or survivors' pensions to 
ex-employees or their survivors; 
- general medical services not related to employer's 
work; 
- convalescent and retirement homes. 
D.624 Social assistance benefits in cash payable to 
households by government units to meet the same 
needs as social insurance benefits but which are not 
made under a social insurance scheme incorporating 
social contributions and social insurance benefits. 
D.7 Other current transfers (resources). 
This heading includes: 
D.72 Non-life insurance claims (ESA 4.112): These are 
the amounts which insurance enterprises are obliged to 
pay in settlement of injuries or damages suffered by 
persons or goods, under contracts in respect of non-life 
insurance; 
D.75 Miscellaneous current transfers, such as 
- Current transfers between households (ESA 4.129, 
4.131): 
These consist of all current transfers in cash orin kind 
received by resident households from resident and 
other non-resident households. In particular, these 
comprise remittances by emigrants or workers per-
manently settled in other regions or abroad to mem-
bers-of their family living in their region or country of 
origin. They also comprise transfers of households 
to students who are member of the family but 
constitute their own households (see section 3.3. 
point h). 
- Payments of compensation: 
- compulsory payments awarded by court or law; 
- ex gratia payments made by government or non 
profit institutions; 
- others: 
- traveling fellowships and awards paid to resident or 
non-resident households by general government; 
- bonus payments on savings granted at intervals by 
general government to households in order to re-
ward them for their saving during the period. 
- sponsoring by corporations if those payments can-
not be regarded as purchases of advertising or other 
services (for instance transfers for a good cause, or 
scholarships). 
- lotteries and gambling. 
D.5 Current taxes on income, wealth, etc. (ESA 4.77): 
"Current taxes on income, wealth, etc. cover all compul-
sory, unrequited payments, in cash (or in kind), levied 
periodically by general government and by the rest of the 
world on the income and wealth of institutional units, 
and some periodic taxes which are assessed neither on 
the income nor the wealth". They include: 
D.51 Taxes on income (ESA 4.78): 
- Taxes on individual or household income (income 
from employment, property, entrepreneurship, pen-
sions, etc.), including taxes deducted by employers. 
Taxes on the income of unincorporated enterprises 
are included here; 
- Taxes on capital gains; 
- Taxes on winnings from lottery or gambling, payable 
on the amounts received by winners; 
D.59 Other current taxes (ESA 4.79): 
- Current taxes on capital which consist of taxes that 
are payable periodically on the ownership or use of 
land or buildings by owners (including owner-occu-
piers of dwellings), tenants or both, and current taxes 
on net wealth and on other assets except other taxes 
on production (which are paid by enterprises); 
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Poll taxes levied independently of income or wealth; B.6 Disposable income: Balancing item. 
- Expenditure taxes, payable on the total expenditures 
of persons or households; 
- Payments by households for licences to own or use 
vehicles, boats or aircrafts (which are not used for 
business purposes), or licences to hunt, shoot orfish; 
D.61 Social contributions. 
This heading includes: 
D.611 Actual social contribution (ESA 4.92): 
- D.6111 Employers' actual social contributions. These 
correspond to flow D.121; 
- D.6112 Employees' social contributions. This tran-
saction includes the "actual contributions payable 
plus, in the case of private funded schemes, the 
contribution supplements payable out of the property 
income attributed to insurance policy holders re-
ceived by employees participating in the schemes, 
minus the service charges." (ESA 4.92.b). 
- D.6113 Social contributions by self-employed and 
non-employed persons; 
D.612 Imputed social contributions (see flow D.122.); 
D.7 Other current transfers (uses). This heading 
includes: 
D.71 Net non-life insurance premiums (ESA 4.109): 
Non-life insurance premiums are premiums payable 
under policies taken out by individual households. The 
policies taken out by individual households are those 
taken out on their own initiative for their own benefit, 
independently of their employers or government and 
outside any social insurance scheme. 
D.75 Miscellaneous current transfers, such as: 
- Current transfers between households (ESA 4.129): 
These consist of all current transfers in cash (or in 
kind) paid by resident households to other resident 
and non-resident households. In particular, these 
comprise remittances by emigrants, workers or 
households permanently settled in a region or to 
members of their family living in other regions or 
abroad. They also comprise transfers of households 
to students who are member of the family but 
constitute their own households (see section 3.3. 
point h); 
- Current transfers to NPISHs (ESA 4.126): 
a. Regular subscriptions paid by households to trade 
unions and political, sporting, cultural, religious and 
similar organizations classified in the sector non-
profit institutions serving households; 
b. Voluntary contributions (other than legacies and 
donations) from households to non-profit institutions 
serving households; 
c. Refunds by households of expenditure incurred on 
their behalf by social welfare organizations; 
- Lotteries and gambling (ESA 4.135) 
3. Redistribution of the income in kind account of 
households 
D.63 Social transfers in kind (ESA 4.104): 
"Social transfers in kind ... consist of individual goods 
and services provided as transfers in kind of individual 
households by government units and non profit institu-
tions serving households ... They may be financed out 
of taxation, other government income or social security 
contributions, or out of donations and property income 
in the case of non-profit institutions serving households." 
This heading includes: 
D.631 Social benefits in kind (ESA 4.105): 
- Social security benefits, reimbursements: reimburse-
ment by social security funds of approved expendi-
tures made by households on specified goods or 
services; 
- Other social security benefits in kind: health care 
provided by social security funds; 
- Social assistance benefits in kind: similar in nature to 
social security benefits in kind but which are not 
provided in the context of a social insurance scheme; 
D.632 Transfers of individual non-market goods or ser-
vices: 
These consist of goods or services provided to individual 
households free or at prices which are not economically 
significant, by non-market producers of government 
units or non-profit institutions serving households. 
Examples are education, housing, cultural or recre-
ational services (ESA 4.106). 
B.7 Adjusted disposable income: Balancing item. 
4. Use of disposable income account of households 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity of house-
holds in pension funds reserves (ESA 4.141): 
"...represents the adjustment needed to make appear in 
the saving of households the change in the actuarial 
reserves on which households have a definite claim... 
and which are fed by premiums and contributions re-
corded in the secondary distribution of income account 
as social contributions". 
P.3 Final consumption expenditure. 
This heading includes (ESA 3.75): 
- Purchases of goods and services on the market, both 
within and outside the economic territory of the re-
gion; 
- The proportion of goods and services paid for by 
households which is reimbursed by general govern-
ment or non-profit institutions serving households is 
included under final consumption expenditure for 
these two sectors; 
- Final consumption resulting from own-account pro-
duction by households. 
B.8 Saving: Balancing item. 
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5. Use of adjusted disposable income account of P.4 Actual final consumption includes in addition to the 
households final consumption expenditure also the social transfers 
in kind (ESA 3.77). 
D.8 Adjustment for the change in net equity of hou-
seholds on pension funds; 
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ANNEX II 
LINKS BETWEEN CERTAIN TRANSAC-
TIONS 
It would be useful at this stage to recall the links between 
certain transactions: 
- actual social contributions: employers' actual social 
contributions recorded on the resources side of the 
allocation of primary income account are identical to 
those posted under uses in the secondary distribution 
of income account. When the social protection sys-
tem is organized through a private scheme, the social 
contributions under uses in the secondary distribution 
of income account include the value of income at-
tributed to insured persons. These additional con-
tributions must, in fact, be added to employees', not 
employers', contributions. Similarly, services are to 
be imputed via deductions from employees' contribu-
tions; 
- imputed social contributions: imputed social contribu-
tions which are included under employers' social 
contributions in the allocation of primary income ac-
count (under resources) are identical to those in-
cluded under uses in the secondary distribution of 
income account; 
social transfers in kind: the amount of these transfers 
posted under resources in the redistribution of in-
come in kind account equals the difference between 
actual final consumption and final consumption ex-
penditure (use of income accounts); 
adjustmentforthechange in net equity of households 
on pension funds: this equals actual social contribu-
tions paid to the pension funds and the income at-
tributed to insured persons minus social benefits 
received from the funds (secondary distribution of 
income account - resources) and services provided 
by the funds and consumed by resident households. 
Social contributions as uses of the secondary dis-
tribution of income account equal the sum of actual 
social contributions paid and the income attributed to 
the insured minus the consumption of the service; 
wages and salaries in the allocation of primary in-
come regional account of households is equal to 
those wages and salaries paid to resident house-
holds in the region by resident and non resident 
producer units minus those wages and salaries paid 
to non resident households by resident producer 
units. 
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ES Clasificación de las publicaciones 
de Eurostat 
TEMA 
ΙΟΙ Diversos (rosa) 
[ 1 I Estadísticas generales (azul oscuro) 
LU Economía y finanzas (violeta) 
| 3 | Población y condiciones sociales 
(amarillo) 
[4¡ Energía e industria (azul claro) 
LU Agricultura, silvicultura y pesca (verde) 
fe l Comercio exterior (rojo) 
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The document on 'Household accounts' is the second in a series on 'Regional accounts methods' which is intented to help 
both regional statisticians in producing relevant, consistent and reliable figures, and users in understanding and applying the 
figures appropriately. This publication concentrates on the description of simplified household accounts at regional level. The 
principles and methods needed to estimate the figures for the accounts are also presented. The methodology is in accordance 
with the 1995 ESA and puts parts of its Chapter 13 in concrete terms. 
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